MATCH THE DESCRIPTION TO THE EXHIBIT

A person who was so famous that an instrument was named after him! He composed “The
1. _____ Stars and Stripes Forever.”

Musicians have always desired instruments with enough
2. _____ volume to be heard.

This genre of music has been evolving for decades. It is loud,
3. _____ rebellious and full of electricity!

Working in their workshop, generations of this family have
4. _____ refined guitar making.

FILL IN THE BLANKS

5. This musical ensemble turns 100-yards of play into 100-yards of stage.

6. This Phoenix resident is a rock-and-roll showman. He rocks so hard he sometimes loses his head!

7. You may use this to eat your cereal in the morning. Surprise, it is also an instrument!

8. Her voice in jazz is as big as her sheet music! This person is known as “The First Lady of Song.”